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Abstract
This paper presents a strong baseline for real-world vi-
sual reasoning (GQA), which achieves 60.93% in GQA
2019 challenge and won the sixth place. GQA is a large
dataset with 22M questions involving spatial understand-
ing and multi-step inference. To help further research in
this area, we identified three crucial parts that improve the
performance, namely: multi-source features, fine-grained
encoder, and score-weighted ensemble. We provide a series
of analysis on their impact on performance.
1. Introduction
Visual Question Answering (VQA) aims to select an an-
swer given an image and a related question [9]. It requires
both scene understanding in computer vision and seman-
tic understanding in natural language processing. How-
ever, previous VQA datasets [10, 3, 4] are often severely
biased and lack semantic compositionality, which makes it
hard to diagnose model performance. To handle this, GQA
dataset [5] is proposed. It is more balanced and contains
22M questions that require a diverse set of reasoning skills
to answer.
In the last few years, some novel and interesting ap-
proaches have been published to solve the VQA task. For
example, the relation-based methods[11, 13], attention-
based methods [7, 14], and module-based methods [6, 2].
In this work, we use a relatively simple architecture as
our baseline with three parts, namely: multi-source fea-
tures, fine-grained encoder, and weighted ensemble. Each
part significantly improves performance. Fig. 1 provides
an overview of our architecture. Firstly, we consider using
multi-source features. For images, we use three kinds of
features: spatial features, detection features, and bounding
box features. For questions, we use both question strings
and programs. Secondly, we use Bayesian GRU to encode
the question instead of traditional GRU encoder. Thirdly,
we use score-weighted ensemble to combine several mod-
els. We perform detailed ablation studies of each compo-
nent which shed lights on developing a strong baseline on
real-world visual question answering task. Our model won
the sixth place in the 2019 GQA Challenge.
2. Multi-source features
To extract features of various aspects of the image, we
use three types of features: detection features, spatial fea-
tures, and bounding box features. The three features are
introduced one-by-one below.
2.1. Multi-source image features
2.1.1 Incorporating better detection features
Better detection features often help better understanding of
images. Here we try three detection features: objects fea-
tures, bottom-up-attention features, and Pythia features. All
of them have the same size of 100*2048. The official GQA
dataset [5] provides object features. Bottom-up-attention
features are proposed by [1] who won the first place in the
2017 VQA Challenge. Pythia features are provided by [12],
who is the VQA 2018 challenge winner.
Models Validation
Baseline with object features 62.64
Baseline with bottom-up-attention features 65.44
Baseline with pythia features 65.99
Table 1: Study better detection features.
As we see in Tab 1, Pythia features perform better than
bottom-up-attention features, and they have a significant
gain than object features for about 3%.
2.1.2 Adding spatial features
Some previous work believes that spatial features and detec-
tion features may provide complementary information [8].
In this work, we feed these two features for the two sep-
arate pipelines and finally combine the output. As shown
in Tab 2, using both detection and spatial features improves
the performance for 1%.
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Figure 1: The overall structure of the proposed model for solving the GQA task. We use multi-source features, fine-grained
encoder, and weighted ensemble to improve the performance.
Models Validation
Baseline with detection features 62.64
Baseline with detection and spatial features 63.64
Table 2: Study adding spatial features.
2.1.3 Adding bounding box features
One of the drawbacks of the attention method is that it ig-
nores the position information of the objects. Here, We nor-
malize the coordinates of the center point of the bounding
box as positional information. Similarly, we normalize the
length and width of the bounding box as size information.
As shown in Tab 3, using positional information improves
performance by 1.13%. However, the performance gains
from size information are not very significant.
Models Validation
Baseline 62.64
Baseline with position features 63.71
Baseline with position and size features 63.82
Table 3: Study adding bound box features.
2.2. Multi-source question features
We use two different ways to represent the semantic
meaning of the question. First, we directly use GRU to en-
code the feature representation Fq of the question by feed-
ing in the embedding of words. Second, we develop a VQA
domain specific grammar and train a structure prediction
model to translate each natural language question into a se-
mantic program which implies the necessary steps for de-
riving the answer. We then use GRU to encode the program
as a feature Fp. At last, we concatenate Fq and Fp to form
the final representation of the question. The adding of pro-
gram representation yields about 1% accuracy improvement
on the GQA test split.
3. Fine-grained encoder
Here, we use Bayesian GRU to encode the question in-
stead of traditional GRU encoder. Tab. 4 shows the perfor-
mance of different question encoder. As we can see, using
baysian GRU improves the performance of about 0.93%.
Models Validation
Baseline with gru 58.63
Baseline with elmo 59.05
Baseline with baysian gru 59.56
Table 4: Study Fine-grained encoder.
4. Weighted ensemble
Followed by the early works like [1, 12], we use the
common practice of ensembling several models to obtain
better performance. We choose the best ones of all set-
tings above and try different weights when summing the
prediction scores. Both the average ensembling and the
best-weighted ensembling results on test-dev splits and the
test splits show in Tab. 5. This weighted ensembling strat-
egy improves performance by 1.30% than the best single
model.
Models Test-dev Test
Average Ensemble 80.08 60.73
Weighted Ensemble 81.39 60.93
Table 5: Study different ensemble strategies.
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